The AP-3 β Adaptin Mediates the Biogenesis and Function of Lytic Vacuoles in Arabidopsis
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Plant vacuoles are essential multifunctional organelles largely distinct from similar organelles in other eukaryotes. Embryo protein storage vacuoles and the lytic vacuoles that perform a general degradation function are the best characterized, but little is known about the biogenesis and transition between these vacuolar types. Here, we designed a fluorescent marker–based forward genetic screen in Arabidopsis thaliana and identified a protein affected trafficking2 (pat2) mutant, whose lytic vacuoles display altered morphology and accumulation of proteins. Unlike other mutants affecting the vacuole, pat2 is specifically defective in the biogenesis, identity, and function of lytic vacuoles but shows normal sorting of proteins to storage vacuoles. PAT2 encodes a putative β-subunit of adaptor protein complex 3 (AP-3) that can partially complement the corresponding yeast mutant. Manipulations of the putative AP-3 β adaptin functions suggest a plant-specific role for the evolutionarily conserved AP-3 β in mediating lytic vacuole performance and transition of storage into the lytic vacuoles independently of the main prevacuolar compartment-based trafficking route.

INTRODUCTION

Intracellular protein trafficking is a central feature of eukaryotic cell biology and has been extensively studied in various organisms (Cowles et al., 1997; Dell’Angelica et al., 1999; Surpin et al., 2003). In recent years, protein trafficking in plant cells has been shown to be crucial for many developmental and physiological processes, but fundamental knowledge about various trafficking pathways is still scarce (Robinson et al., 2008). Vacuoles are crucial organelles in plant cells, playing a unique role in development and physiology (Rojo et al., 2001). They are multifunctional organelles, highly variable in their shape, size, number, and luminal content (Marty, 1999; Bassham et al., 2008; Frigerio et al., 2008). Based on their acidity, they can be divided into two main groups: (1) lytic vacuoles that, similarly to the lysosomes found in animals, perform a general degradation function and (2) protein storage vacuoles (PSVs) that mainly store reserve proteins in seeds. Besides the general degradation function, lytic vacuoles are very important for the lytic breakdown of storage proteins during germination, thus providing the germinating seedlings with the necessary nutrients.

Vacuolar sorting and trafficking are complex processes, and a lot of emphasis has been put on studying trafficking to the lytic vacuoles and PSVs (Surpin et al., 2003; Shimada et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2007; Sanmartin et al., 2007; Sohn et al., 2007; Ebine et al., 2008; Yamazaki et al., 2008). Protein trafficking from the trans-Golgi network (TGN) toward the vacuoles passes through a heterogeneous group of late endosomes, the prevacuolar compartment/multivesicular bodies (PVC/MVBs) (Marty, 1999). Hence, the PVC/MVBs are considered progenitors of the vacuoles (Marty, 1999).

Adaptor Protein (AP) complexes (AP-1, AP-2, AP-3, and AP-4) have been identified in eukaryotes, such as yeast and mammals, as important regulators of the endocytic and secretory pathways (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2002; Dell’Angelica, 2009). AP-1 is a component of the secretory pathway and functions in the bidirectional trafficking of proteins from the TGN to an endosomal compartment, while AP-2 is found in the endocytic pathway and has a role in the trafficking of proteins from the plasma membrane (PM). It has been shown that both AP-1 and AP-2 bind to the coat protein clathrin during the formation of clathrin-coated vesicles and recognize the sorting signals displayed by the cargos of the vesicles. AP-3 and AP-4 are the most recently identified complexes, and they have been found in association with the TGN/endosomes (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2002; Dell’Angelica, 2009). Unlike AP-1 and AP-2, AP-4 does not interact with clathrin, and the interaction between AP-3 and clathrin is still controversial. Each adaptor protein complex is composed of four subunits called adaptins (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2002). Similar to the other AP complexes, AP-3 is a heterotetrameric complex consisting of two large subunits (β and β3), a medium subunit (μ3), and a small subunit (α3) (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2002; Dell’Angelica, 2009). The AP-3 complex has been intensively studied in mammals, flies, and yeast. It has been found that AP-3 sorts proteins from the TGN and/or an endosomal compartment to the lysosome by...
interacting with their Tyr and dileucine signals and by circumventing the usual PVC/VMV-based trafficking route (Cowles et al., 1997; Stepp et al., 1997; Dell’Angelica et al., 1999; Feng et al., 1999; Kretzschmar et al., 2000).

In the Arabidopsis thaliana genome, four putative AP-3 adaptins can be found based on sequence similarity (Bassham et al., 2008), suggesting that the Arabidopsis AP-3 complex is represented by single copy genes, contrasting with the mammalian AP-3 complex that has ubiquitously expressed and brain-specific isoforms of most of the AP-3 adaptins (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2002; Bassham et al., 2008; Dell’Angelica, 2009). The function of the AP-3 complex in plants, including Arabidopsis, has not yet been definitely elucidated. A loss-of-function mutant in the putative AP-3-μ adaptin has been identified as a suppressor of zigzag1 (zig1), which is defective in the SNARE VTI11, a regulator of vesicle trafficking between the TGN and PVC/vacuole (Surpin et al., 2003; Sanmartín et al., 2007; Niihama et al., 2009). Furthermore, mutants in the putative AP-3-δ and AP-3-β adaptins display similar phenotypes and have the same function (Niihama et al., 2009), providing strong evidence for the existence of a functional AP-3 complex in Arabidopsis. It has been also shown that vesicle transport regulator EpsinR2 interacts with the putative δ-subunit of AP-3 and binds to clathrin and phosphatidyl-inositol 3-phosphate (Lee et al., 2007) as well to VTI12 that has a role in protein trafficking to the PSV (Lee et al., 2007; Sanmartín et al., 2007). Furthermore, TERMINAL FLOWER1 (TFL1), a protein that plays a role in PSV trafficking resides in AP-3-δ positive endosomes (Sohn et al., 2007), indicating that AP-3-dependent endosomes could regulate trafficking to the PSV/vacuoles.

Here, we report the identification and characterization of the putative β-subunit of the AP-3 complex, a novel regulator of vacuolar biogenesis and function in Arabidopsis. Deletion of the putative β3 adaptin resulted in enhanced vacuolar accumulation of integral PM and soluble proteins and causes aberrant PSV, lytic vacuole, and PVC morphologies. Our analysis also revealed that AP-3 β function is evolutionarily conserved, but in plants, AP-3 β acquired a unique function in regulating vacuolar biogenesis and function, including the transition between storage and lytic vacuolar types.

RESULTS

Identification of protein affected trafficking Mutants

To better characterize the protein trafficking pathways in Arabidopsis, we designed a fluorescence imaging–based forward genetic screen. As a tool for the screening to identify novel components of plant intracellular trafficking, we used a well-characterized plant cargo, the auxin efflux carrier PIN1 (Petrášek et al., 2006). PIN1 is an integral membrane protein that undergoes complex, constitutive subcellular dynamics, including nonpolar secretion (Dhonoukshe et al., 2008), clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Dhonoukshe et al., 2007), GTP exchange factor on ADP-ribosylation factors-dependent polar recycling (Geldner et al., 2001; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008a), and vacular targeting (Abas et al., 2006; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008b). With this strategy, we aimed to identify novel regulators at different stages of subcellular protein trafficking. We screened an ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS)-mutagenized PIN1pro:PIN1-GFP (for green fluorescent protein) population using epifluorescent microscopy for seedlings displaying aberrant PIN1-GFP distribution in the root. From 1500 M1 families, we identified several protein affected trafficking (pat) mutants defining three independent loci.

The pat2 Mutant Shows Strong Intracellular Accumulation of Proteins

We further analyzed in detail the pat2 mutant showing strong accumulation of PIN1-GFP in the root cells. Whereas control PIN1-GFP plants displayed preferential PM localization at the basal (lower) side of stele cells (Benková et al., 2003), pat2 mutants showed additionally strong intracellular accumulation of PIN1-GFP (Figures 1A and 1B; see Supplemental Figures 1A to 1D, 2A, and 2B online). Also, other polar and nonpolar integral PM proteins, such as PIN7-GFP (Billou et al., 2005), PIN1-GFP expressed under the PIN2 promoter (Wünsniewska et al., 2006), PIN2-GFP (Xu and Scheres, 2005), and the aquaporin PIP2a (Cutler et al., 2000) as well as soluble proteins, such as a urea-resistant protein (di Sansebastiano et al., 2001), accumulated intracellularly in the different cell types of the pat2 mutant (Figures 1C and 1D; see Supplemental Figures 1E, 2E, 2F, 2I, 2J, 2M, 2N, 2Q, and 2R online). These results show that PM-localized and soluble proteins have defective subcellular distribution and accumulate in the pat2 mutant.

Notably, despite massive subcellular accumulation of different cargos, the pat2 mutants showed an almost normal morphology when grown under widely used Arabidopsis growth conditions (see Supplemental Figures 3A, 3B, and 3E online), with the exception of a defect in the shoot gravitropic response (Figure 1F; see Supplemental Figures 3C and 3D online). Only when grown on medium lacking sucrose, the mutant seedlings showed shorter roots and formed less lateral roots, and some of them displayed arrested growth (Figures 1E and 1G; see Supplemental Figures 3F and 3G online). The percentage of arrested seedlings was correlated with the age of the seeds (10.5% for 2-month-old pat2-1 and 44.9% for 9-month-old pat2-1), and after longer storage, the mutant seeds showed dramatically reduced germination capacity (see Supplemental Figure 3G online). Some of these phenotypes are reminiscent of mutants affected in vacuolar function, including the PSV (Kato et al., 2002; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008b; Silady et al., 2008), and the absence of strong morphological defects and/or auxin-related phenotypes in pat2 mutants indicates that the intracellular accumulations represent a pool of nonactive proteins. Accordingly, the PM localization and abundance of PIN1-GFP at the basal PM, its secretion, and constitutive endocytosis as well as recycling were not altered in pat2 mutant roots (Figure 1H; see Supplemental Figure 4 online). Thus, our PIN1-GFP marker-based screen identified the pat2 mutant, which is defective in intracellular protein distribution; this would be hardly possible by a conventional screen due to the lack of obvious morphological phenotypes. The pat2 mutation appears to specifically cause intracellular accumulation of proteins but does not visibly affect major secretory and endocytic trafficking routes.
PAT2 Encodes a Functional Putative β-Subunit of the AP-3 Complex

To molecularly characterize the pat2 mutation, we mapped it with ~1000 chromosomes from the F2 progeny derived from crosses of pat2-1 with the Landsberg erecta wild type. We found a premature stop codon (Figure 2A) in the gene coding for an adaptin family protein similar to the β3A subunit of the mammalian AP-3 complex (Dell’Angelica et al., 1999). The expression of the AP-3 β transcript, as revealed by RT-PCR, was reduced in pat2-1 and totally absent in pat2-2, a T-DNA allele that we isolated (Figure 2B). Recessive and loss-of-function pat2-1 and pat2-2 showed comparable subcellular phenotypes (see Supplemental Figures 1A to 1D online) that were complemented by expression of AP-3 βpro:AP-3 β-GFP (Figures 2C to 2E). Furthermore, AP-3 βpro:AP-3 β-GFP rescued both the arrested phenotype and the defective hypocotyl response of the pat2-1 mutant (see Supplemental Figure 5 online). Collectively, these data show that the defects in protein trafficking in the pat2 mutants are due to the mutation in the gene coding for a putative AP-3 β adaptin.

To test whether PAT2 encodes an AP-3 β with evolutionarily conserved function, we made use of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae AP-3 β-deficient mutant (αpl6Δ) that is defective in the Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) sorting to the vacuole (Cowles et al., 1997). PAT2 cDNA partially restored the ALP-GFP localization to the vacuole in the αpl6Δ mutant background (Figures 2G to 2I), confirming that PAT2 encodes the functional AP-3 β adaptin. It also shows that the function of AP-3 β is evolutionarily conserved between yeast and higher plants.

AP-3 β Adaptin Is a Component of a Brefeldin A- and Wortmannin-Insensitive Pathway

To analyze AP-3 β function in Arabidopsis, we examined its expression and subcellular localization. Transgenic AP-3 βpro:GFP-GUS (for β-glucuronidase) lines showed ubiquitous expression throughout the embryonic and postembryonic development (Figures 3A to 3C; see Supplemental Figure 6 online) as confirmed by public transcriptomics data (http://bbc.botany.utoronto.ca). Functional AP-3 βpro:AP-3 β-GFP (Figures 2C to 2E) revealed that AP-3 β localized mainly to the cytosol as expected for a soluble adaptor protein, but it also showed weak association with endomembrane structures (Figures 3D to 3F). In the root meristematic zone, the AP-3 β-GFP endomembrane structures were absent or very few and extremely small, while they became more prominent and enlarged in the elongation and differentiated zones (Figures 3E and 3F), presumably reflecting a compartment maturation process. When overexpressed, AP-3 β-GFP became more strongly associated with the endomembranes (Figure 3G). To address the identity of the AP-3 β-positive endomembranes, we used inhibitor
treatments and subcellular markers. In Arabidopsis, brefeldin A (BFA) treatment typically leads to accumulation of cargo, including PIN1 into the so-called BFA compartment encompassing aggregation of early endosomes/TGN and recycling endosomes that get surrounded by the Golgi apparatus (GA) (Geldner et al., 2001; Grebe et al., 2003; Dettmer et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2008). The AP-3β-positive endomembranes were not sensitive to a 1-h treatment with 50 μM BFA, revealing that AP-3β does not localize to recycling endosomes, early endosomes/TGN, or GA (Figure 3H; see Supplemental Figures 7A and 7B online). Nonetheless, we observed a sporadic occurrence of AP-3β in the vicinity of the BFA compartment (Figure 3H). AP-3β compartments were also not altered after a 2-h treatment with 33 μM wortmannin (see Supplemental Figure 7C online). Wortmannin is an inhibitor of the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase and, to a lesser extent, of the PI4-kinase activity that causes swelling of PVCs (Tse et al., 2004; Haas et al., 2007). This result suggests that AP-3β does not localize to PVC compartments. Furthermore, AP-3β-GFP structures did not show a pronounced colocalization with known GA, TGN, or PVC markers, such as SEC21, SYP61, and SYP21 (Figures 3I to 3K; see Supplemental Figures 7D to 7F online). These data suggest that AP-3β shows cytosolic localization and weak association with a thus far uncharacterized endomembrane compartment that is not a part of the BFA- and wortmannin-sensitive pathways.

**pat2 Ectopically Accumulates Cargo in Vacuole-Like Compartments**

Next, we addressed how the loss of AP-3β function in pat2 mutants leads to ectopic protein accumulation. A 1-h treatment...
with 50 μM BFA of cells stained with the membrane-bound endocytic tracer FM4-64 showed that the ectopically accumulating PIN1-GFP in pat2 does not localize to the BFA compartment (Figures 4A and 4B). Hence, protein accumulation in the pat2 mutant does not result from defects in secretion, endocytosis, and/or recycling (see Supplemental Figure 4 online). Accordingly, PIN1-GFP did not ectopically accumulate in the related compartments, including GA and early endosomes/TGN of pat2-2, and markers that label these compartments, such as VHA-a1-GFP (Dettmer et al., 2006), VT112-YFP (for yellow fluorescent protein; Geldner et al., 2009), and N-ST-YFP (Grebe et al., 2003), showed normal localization in pat2 mutants (see Supplemental Figure 8 online). These data show that secretory and early endosomal compartments are not the place of ectopic protein accumulation.

We used FM4-64 to follow the late endocytic compartments, including vacuoles in pat2, because prolonged FM4-64 treatments also label the tonoplast (Ueda et al., 2001; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008b). Labeling with 4 μM FM4-64 for 3.5 h clearly colocalized with the ectopic PIN1-GFP signal in pat2-1 cells (Figure 4C). Similarly, after 1 h, 2 μM of the fluorescent acidotropic probe, LysoTracker red, which labels acidic vacuoles (Laxmi et al., 2008), accumulated in pat2-1 in the same structures as PIN1-GFP (Figures 4D and 4E). To confirm that proteins accumulate ectopically in pat2 in vacuole-like compartments and investigate a possible decrease in the actual lytic degradation rate, we used the known property of GFP that is more stable in acidic organelles (Swanson and Jones, 2002), as well as LysoTracker red, were used to assess lytic vacuole differentiation (Frigerio et al., 2008), the pH indicator 2',7'-b/s(2-carboxyethyl)-5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF), which accumulates in the acidic organelles (Swanson and Jones, 1996), as well as LysoTracker red, were used to assess lytic vacuole-type compartments and suggest that this is a consequence of the defect in the vacuolar lytic degradation.

pat2 Is Defective in the Morphology, Function, and PVC-Dependent Biogenesis of the Lytic Vacuoles

To study how the AP-3 β function can regulate the vacuolar accumulation of proteins, we analyzed the vacuole morphology in pat2 mutants. Labeling with 4 μM FM4-64 for 4-h, as well as the localization of the tonoplast markers, such as SYP22-YFP (Robert et al., 2008) and EGFp-1TIP (Cutler et al., 2000), revealed dramatic morphological alterations of the vacuoles that involved ectopic endomembrane inclusions into the pat2 vacuolar lumen (Figures 4H to 4K; see Supplemental Figures 9 and 10A to 10C online). Analysis of the ultrastructure by transmission electron microscopy further substantiated the abnormal vacuole morphology in pat2 (Figures 4L to 4R; see Supplemental Figures 10D and 10E online). Contrasting with the control endodermal cells that were occupied by several small and fusing vacuoles, in the pat2 mutant, most of the cells were occupied by a singular abnormal-shaped vacuoles (see Supplemental Figures 10D and 10E online). The existence of aberrant-shaped vacuoles with various multilayered endomembrane enclosures shows that the biogenesis of the lytic vacuole is severely altered in pat2 mutants. Furthermore, immunogold labeling showed enhanced accumulation of PIN1-GFP in the multilayered endomembranes, confirming the reduced degradation of proteins in the aberrant pat2-1 vacuoles (Figure 4O).

Next, we analyzed the identity of the lytic vacuoles in pat2 mutants. As acidification of vacuoles is a key feature in lytic vacuole differentiation (Frigerio et al., 2008), the pH indicator 2',7'-b/s(2-carboxyethyl)-5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF), which accumulates in the acidic organelles (Swanson and Jones, 1996), as well as LysoTracker red, were used to assess lytic vacuole differentiation.
vacuole differentiation. The pat2 mutants showed abnormal accumulation of BCECF and LysoTracker red (Figures 4S to 4V; see Supplemental Figure 10F online). BCECF dye stained in pat2-1 cells with either enhanced or reduced labeling but also revealed that the pat2 mutant often lacked the tubular extensions that could be observed in the control cells (Figures 4S and 4T; see Supplemental Figure 10F online), which might resemble tubular provacuoles (Marty, 1999). These findings suggest defects in biogenesis and maturation of pat2 vacuoles and prompted us to analyze the PVC-dependent lytic vacuole biogenesis. The
vacuole-like structures in pat2 were affected by wortmannin (see Supplemental Figures 10G and 10H online), suggesting that pat2 vacuoles have changed identity.

PVC markers, such as GFP-RABF2b, RABF1-GFP (Jaillais et al., 2006), and SYP22-YFP (Jaillais et al., 2006), and SYP22-YFP, showed altered morphology in the pat2-2 mutant (Figures 5A to 5D). GFP-RABF2b–labeled endo-
membranes appeared aberrant shaped and strongly vacuolated in the pat2-2 stele cells (Figures 5A and 5B). Notably, the PVC phenotypes of pat2 mutants could be phenocopied by only 1 h of 33 μM wortmannin on GFP-RABF2b and SYP22-YFP (Figures 5E to 5L). These results reveal that the vacuolar structures in pat2 cells have characteristics of both vacuoles, such as typical overall morphology and presence of vacuolar markers as well as of PVCs, such as wortmannin sensitivity and presence of PVC markers. These structures might represent a mixed identity compartment as supported also by electron microscopy analysis (see Figures 4L to 4R). This affects the overall performance of the vacuoles, hence leading to a defect in the lytic degradation of proteins. Altogether, our data suggest that the PVC-dependent biogenesis of lytic vacuoles is affected in the pat2 mutants, leading to altered morphology and function of the vacuole.

**pat2 Is Defective in Transition from Storage to Lytic Vacuole**

Several mutants show defects in the late steps of the endocytic pathway that interfere with the proper cargo delivery to storage and/or lytic vacuoles (Shimada et al., 2006; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008b; Ebine et al., 2008). The developmental arrest of the pat2 mutants on medium without an energy source (Figure 1E; see Supplemental Figure 3G online) is typical for mutants with defects in storage vacuoles (Shimada et al., 2006; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008b; Silady et al., 2008). Accordingly, the morphology of pat2 PSVs is defective, and the pat2 embryo cells display abnormally sized and spherical-shaped PSVs (Figures 6A, 6B, and 6G; see Supplemental Figure 11 online). Ultrastructure examination by transmission electron microscopy confirmed the altered morphology of PSVs in pat2 mutants (Figures 6C to 6F).

Furthermore, we investigated whether the observed defects in PSV morphology were associated with missorting of storage proteins. Previous studies have revealed that reserve proteins, such as albumins and globulins, accumulate at high amounts in seed PSVs, and various mutants defective in PSV display ectopic sorting of these proteins to the extracellular space (Shimada et al., 2006; Sanmartín et al., 2007; Ebine et al., 2008). However, we could not detect any extracellular accumulation of 2S albumin and 12S globulin storage protein precursors in the dry seeds of pat2 (Figures 6H to 6J). This finding shows that, despite detectable morphological defects, the sorting and delivery of storage proteins to pat2 PSVs are unaffected and suggests that the development of the PSVs might be disrupted in the pat2 mutants.

**Figure 5. pat2 Is Defective in PVC-Dependent Lytic Vacuole Biogenesis.**

(A) to (D) Localization of GFP-RABF2b ([A] and [B]) and RABF1-GFP ([C] and [D]) reveals strong vacuolation of the late endosomes/PVCs in pat2-2 ([B] and [D]) compared with the control ([A] and [C]).

(E) to (L) GFP-RABF2b and SYP22-YFP endosome morphology in the control ([E] and [I]) and pat2-2 ([F] and [J]) treated with DMSO and in the control ([G] and [K]) and pat2-2 ([H] and [L]) after 1 h wortmannin (33 μM) treatment. Note the similarity between the wortmannin and pat2 mutation effects on GFP-RABF2 and SYP22-YFP endosomes.

Bars = 10 μm in (A), (B), and (I) to (L) and 20 μm in (C) to (H).
As the sorting of storage proteins to the storage vacuoles in pat2 did not appear to be defective and the lytic pat2 vacuoles have morphological and functional features of PSVs (accumulation of proteins instead of their degradation; defects in acidification), we tested the transition between PSVs and the lytic vacuoles in the pat2-2 mutant. The time course of LysoTracker red accumulation showed altered acidification patterns of pat2-2 PSVs (see Supplemental Figure 12 online). Furthermore, whereas most of the control PSVs broke during their development into a network of tubular extensions resembling probably provacuoles (Marty, 1999), pat2-2 PSVs did not show this transition and displayed an abnormal morphology (Figures 7A to 7H). Surprisingly, the degradation of the storage proteins, such as 2S albumin, was not obviously affected in the pat2-1 mutant. We could not observe significant defects in the decrease of 2S amount within 4 d following the germination (Figures 7I to 7L; see Supplemental Figure 13 online). These findings show that pat2 is defective in the conversion of the storage into lytic vacuoles and in the biogenesis of lytic vacuoles. However, the breakdown of the storage proteins still occurs during the germination, but the availability of the resulted energy is limited to pat2 mutant.

DISCUSSION

A Fluorescence Imaging–Based Forward Genetic Screen Identifies Novel Regulators of Protein Trafficking

To identify novel regulators of protein trafficking pathways in Arabidopsis, we designed a fluorescence imaging–based forward genetic screen with the potential to identify mutants that would be difficult to identify by conventional screens based on morphological phenotypes. We screened an EMS-mutagenized PIN1pro:PIN1-GFP population by epifluorescent microscopy to search for seedlings with changed intracellular distribution of PIN1-GFP in the primary root. We identified several pat mutants defining three independent loci. As the sorting of storage proteins to the storage vacuoles in pat2 did not appear to be defective and the lytic pat2 vacuoles have morphological and functional features of PSVs (accumulation of proteins instead of their degradation; defects in acidification), we tested the transition between PSVs and the lytic vacuoles in the pat2-2 mutant. The time course of LysoTracker red accumulation showed altered acidification patterns of pat2-2 PSVs (see Supplemental Figure 12 online). Furthermore, whereas most of the control PSVs broke during their development into a network of tubular extensions resembling probably provacuoles (Marty, 1999), pat2-2 PSVs did not show this transition and displayed an abnormal morphology (Figures 7A to 7H). Surprisingly, the degradation of the storage proteins, such as 2S albumin, was not obviously affected in the pat2-1 mutant. We could not observe significant defects in the decrease of 2S amount within 4 d following the germination (Figures 7I to 7L; see Supplemental Figure 13 online). These findings show that pat2 is defective in the conversion of the storage into lytic vacuoles and in the biogenesis of lytic vacuoles. However, the breakdown of the storage proteins still occurs during the germination, but the availability of the resulted energy is limited to pat2 mutant.
and 3 d later (G) and (H) mutant over 3 d following the germination: immediately after stratification (A) and (B), 1 d later (C) and (D), 2 d later (E) and (F), and 3 d later (G) and (H). Note the abnormal development of PSVs in pat2-2 mutant.

Figure 7. pat2 Is Defective in the Transition between PSV and Lytic Vacuole.

(A) to (H) Live imaging of the PSV autofluorescence in the wild-type ([A], [C], [E], and [G]) and pat2-2 ([B], [D], [F], and [H]) embryos grown on medium without sucrose (long day, 18°C) and imaged immediately after stratification ([A] and [B]), 1 d later ([C] and [D]), 2 d later ([E] and [F]), and 3 d later ([G] and [H]). Note the abnormal development of PSVs in pat2-2 mutant.

(I) to (L) Immunoblot showing the degradation of 2S albumin in control and pat2-1 mutant over 3 d following the germination: immediately after stratification (I), 1 d later (J), 2 d later (K), and 3 d later (L). Bars = 10 μm in (A) to (F) and 20 μm in (G) and (H).

Evolutionarily Conserved AP-3 β Plays a Role in the Biogenesis and Function of the Lytic Vacuole

The function of the AP-3 complex has been addressed in various organisms, including *Dictyostelium discoideum, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Caenorhabditis elegans*, *Drosophila melanogaster*, and mammals such as *Mus musculus* and *Homo sapiens* (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2002; Bassham et al., 2008; Dell’Angelica, 2009). These studies elucidated the role of AP-3 in vesicle-mediated trafficking to the vacuole in yeast and lysosome-related organelles in flies and mammals. In yeast, AP-3–defective mutants show abnormal delivery of vacuolar cargos, such as ALP and the vacuolar t-SNARE Vam3p but do not display any obvious morphological phenotypes (Cowles et al., 1997; Stepp et al., 1997). On the other hand, in flies and mammals, mutations in the AP-3 complex lead to defects in the function of lysosome-related organelles and causes phenotypes, such as hypopigmentation of the eyes, coat, and skin, prolonged bleeding, and lysosomal abnormalities (Dell’Angelica et al., 1999; Feng et al., 1999; Kretzschmar et al., 2000). Hence, AP-3 plays an important role in the functions of vacuole- and lysosome-related organelles in eukaryotes.

In plants, including *Arabidopsis*, the function of the AP-3 complex has so far been only poorly defined (Lee et al., 2007; Sohn et al., 2007). Nonetheless, ap-3 μ (*zig suppressor4*) has been identified as a suppressor of the zig1/vti11, a mutant defective in shoot gravitropism (Kato et al., 2002; Niihama et al., 2009). As VTI11 is a regulator of vesicle trafficking between the TGN and PVC/vacuole (Surpin et al., 2003; Sanmartín et al., 2007), this suggested a role for the AP-3 complex in trafficking between post-Golgi compartments and the vacuole.

Here, we show that the putative *Arabidopsis* AP-3 β can to a large extent complement a yeast mutant defective in the AP-3 β-subunit (Cowles et al., 1997), suggesting that the function of AP-3 β is evolutionarily conserved. Our analysis of the pat2 mutant also revealed that AP-3 β function is crucial for biogenesis, morphology, and identity of lytic vacuoles in plant cells. Interestingly, the absence of the AP-3 β function did not visibly affect the performance of PSVs as demonstrated by normal sorting and delivery of PSV cargos, but the transition between PSV and lytic vacuoles was defective. As a consequence, the lytic vacuoles preserved multiple features of the PSVs, including storage instead of degradation of multiple membrane-bound and soluble cargos in the abnormally shaped, sized, and numbered lytic vacuoles. These observations suggest that although AP-3 β is evolutionarily conserved in higher plants, it has acquired a unique function in maintaining the identity of lytic vacuoles and in regulating the transition between storage and lytic vacuoles.

To investigate the mechanism by which AP-3 β regulates vacuolar function, we analyzed its subcellular distribution. The functional AP-3 β-GFP localized predominantly in the cytosol, and the very little protein that was associated with endomembranes did not show pronounced colocalization with any of the tested markers for GA, TGN, or PVC. Furthermore, the

(Lee et al., 2007; Sohn et al., 2007; Niihama et al., 2009); thus, its different subunits are obvious components of the subcellular trafficking machinery, but their functional characterization in plants is still lacking. The *BFA-visualized endocytic trafficking defective1* (*ben1*) mutant, which shows only minor morphological defects, was also identified from a similar fluorescent marker–based screen using a treatment with the trafficking inhibitor BFA. *BEN1* encodes a previously uncharacterized GTP exchange factor on ADP-ribosylation factors component of early endosomal trafficking (Tanaka et al., 2009). These examples demonstrate the potential of fluorescent marker–based forward genetic screens to identify previously uncharacterized components of subcellular trafficking or to place known regulators into a new functional context.
membrane-associated AP-3 β-GFP signal was not sensitive to BFA or wortmannin, which affect TGN/early endosomes, recycling endosomes, and GA or PVC, respectively (Geldner et al., 2001; Grebe et al., 2003; Tse et al., 2004; Haas et al., 2007; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008a). These findings show that AP-3 β is a soluble cytoplasmic protein that does not associate with known BFA- and/or wortmannin-sensitive endomembranes. These in planta results are consistent with previous findings from Arabidopsis protoplasts (Lee et al., 2007; Sohn et al., 2007) that another subunit of the AP3 complex, δ adaptin, resides on a so far uncharacterized compartment. Interestingly, little of the endomembrane-associated AP-3 β-GFP signal colocalizes with SEC21, and the existence of AP-3 β-GFP signal at the periphery of the BFA compartment defined by the styryl dye FM4-64 (Figures 3H and 3I) might suggest an association of AP-3 β with Golgi endomembranes and a role of AP-3 β in post-Golgi trafficking. Colocalization of AP-3 δ with EpsinR2 and TFL1 (Lee et al., 2007; Sohn et al., 2007) that are involved in protein trafficking to the vacuole and PSV, respectively, further indicates a role of AP-3 in post-Golgi trafficking toward the vacuole.

We also showed that pat2 is defective in the localization of a pool of PVC and vacuolar markers, including the SYP22 SNARE. Interestingly, the yeast ortholog of the Arabidopsis SYP22 is the vacuolar t-SNARE Vam3p that is transported to the vacuole via the ALP pathway and is mislocalized in yeast AP-3-deficient mutants (Cowles et al., 1997; Stepp et al., 1997). The yeast ALP pathway is an AP-3–mediated trafficking pathway from the late Golgi to the vacuole that bypasses the late endosomes/VPC/MVB.

The normal trafficking of cargos destined for storage or degradation to the otherwise functionally compromised pat2 vacuoles (including abnormal vacuole morphology and mislocalization of vacuolar and/or PVC markers, such as EGFP-βTIP, SYP22-YFP, and GFP-RABF2b) together with the localization of the AP-3 β to compartments distinct from the major known vacuolar trafficking routes suggests the existence of a previously unknown AP-3–dependent trafficking route in plant cells. This AP-3–mediated trafficking could regulate vacuolar identity and function independently from the main PVC-based cargo delivery route to the vacuole. Thus, manipulation of this vacuolar regulatory pathway could provide the means to specifically engineer the performance of the lytic vacuoles without affecting other cellular functions or overall plant development.

METHODS

Plant Material and Growth Conditions

The plant material used is listed in Supplemental Table 1 online. Seedlings were grown vertically in Petri dishes on 0.8% agar 0.5× Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium containing 1% sucrose, pH 5.9, at 18°C, and under long-day photoperiod unless otherwise indicated.

EMS Mutagenesis, Mutant Forward Genetic Screen, and Mapping

M2 seedlings (25,000), progenies of 1500 M1 3% EMS-mutagenized PIN1pro-PIN1-GFP plants, were analyzed under the epifluorescence microscope for abnormal intracellular accumulation of PIN1-GFP signal. See Supplemental Methods online for details.

Cloning and Arabidopsis thaliana Transformation

For promoter analysis, we made a transcriptional fusion of the 1.5-kb AP-3 β promoter (amplified with primers attB1_β3_transl/transcr_FP and attB2_β3_transcr_RP) for gene localization, a translational fusion of the AP-3 β genomic DNA together with the 1.5-kb promoter (amplified with primers attB1_β3_transl/transcr_FP and attB2_β3_over/transl_RP); and for overexpression, AP-3 β genomic DNA (amplified with primers attB1_β3_over/const_FP and attB2_β3_over/transl_RP) was cloned under the 35S promoter. All AP-3 β clones were amplified from genomic templates and introduced by Gateway recombination first, into pDONR221, and then into one of the destination vectors: pKDWF57;0; pB7FWG0; and pK7FWG2.0 (Karimi et al., 2002; http://www.psb.ugent.be/gateway). Primer sequences are listed in Supplemental Table 2 online.

Yeast Constructs, Transformation, and Complementation

The AP-3 β gene was amplified (using primers attB1_β3_over/const_FP and attB2_β3_const_RP) from cDNA templates and inserted by Gateway recombination first into pDONR221 and then into the yeast expression vector pAG425GPD-ccdB (Saccharomyces cerevisiae Advanced Gateway Destination vector from Addgene) (Alberti et al., 2007). Primer sequences are listed in Supplemental Table 2 online. SEY6210/WT (MATa leu2-3, 112 ura3-52 his3-Δ200, trp1-1α901 lys2-801 suc2-3), CCY255/apl6Δ, and pRS426 GFP-ALP have been described previously (Cowles et al., 1997). See Supplemental Methods online for details.

Drug Treatments and Microscopy

To assess different biological processes 5-d-old seedlings were incubated in MS medium supplemented with cycloheximide (Sigma-Aldrich; 50 μM in DMSO), LysoTracker red (Invitrogen; 2 or 4 μM in DMSO), BACECF (Invitrogen; 10 μM in DMSO), BFA (Invitrogen; 50 μM in DMSO), and wortmannin (Alexis Biochemicals; 33 μM in DMSO). Control treatments were done in the same way with an equivalent concentration of DMSO. For FM4-64 (Invitrogen; in water) accumulation, the seedlings were pulse labeled 5 min in MS liquid medium supplemented with 2 or 4 μM FM4-64 on ice, washed three times at room temperature in MS liquid medium, mounted, and observed at the time points indicated. For the double treatments, the seedlings were first pulse labeled with 50 μM BFA and 2 or 4 μM FM4-64 as described above, followed by incubation in MS medium supplemented with 50 μM BFA.

Transmission Electron Microscopy on Roots

PIN1-GFP, wild-type, pat2-1, and pat2-2 root tips of 4-d-old seedlings were excised, immersed in 20% (w/v) BSA, and frozen immediately in a high-pressure freezer (EM PACT; Leica Microsystems). Freeze substitution was performed in an EM AFS 2 (Leica Microsystems). Over a period of 4 d, root tips were freeze substituted in dry acetone as follows: –78°C for 26 h, 2°C per hour increase for 9 h, –60°C for 16 h, 2°C per hour increase for 15 h, and –30°C for 8 h. Samples were then slowly warmed up to 4°C, infiltrated stepwise over 3 d at 4°C in LR-White, hard grade (London Resin), and embedded in capsules. Polymerization was done by UV illumination for 24 h at 4°C followed by 16 h at 60°C. Ultrathin sections of gold interference color were cut with an ultramicrotome (Leica EM UC6) and collected on formvar-coated copper mesh grids. Sections were poststained in a Leica EM AC20 for 30 min in uranyl acetate at 20°C and for 7 min in lead stain at 20°C. For immunolabeling, we used anti-GFP rabbit (AbCam; 1:25). Grids were viewed with a 1010 transmission electron microscope (JEOL) operating at 80 kV.
Transmission Electron Microscopy on Seeds
PIN1-GFP, wild-type Columbia, pat2-1, and pat2-2 seeds were imbibed overnight at 4°C on filter paper with deionized water after which embryos and endosperm were separated from the seed coat. The tissues were fixed by immersion in a fixative solution of 3% paraformaldehyde and 0.3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2, under vacuum for 4 h at room temperature and for 14 h at 4°C under rotation. After three washes for 2 h in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2, at 4°C, the samples were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series under rotation, infiltrated stepwise over 3 d at 4°C in LR-White, hard grade, and embedded in capsules. Polymerization was done by UV illumination for 1 week at 4°C followed by 1 week at room temperature. Ultrathin sections of 70 nm (gold interference color) were cut with a Leica EM UC6 ultramicrotome and collected on formvar-coated copper mesh grids. All immunolabeling steps were performed in a humid chamber at room temperature. Grids were floated upside down on 25 μL of blocking solution (5% [w/v] BSA and 1% [w/v] fish skin gelatin [in PBS]) for 30 min followed by washing six times for 5 min each time with 1% BSA in PBS. Incubation in 1% BSA in PBS of primary antibodies for 60 min was followed by washing six times for 5 min each time with 0.1% BSA in PBS. The grids were incubated with PAG10 nm (Cell Biology) and washed twice for 5 min each time with 0.1% BSA in PBS, PBS, and deionized, distilled water. Sections were poststained for 30 min in uranyl acetate at 20°C and for 7 min in lead stain at 20°C. For immunolabeling, we used anti-2S albumin rabbit (De Clercq et al., 1990; 1:100). Grids were viewed with a 1010 transmission electron microscope (JEOL) operating at 80 kV.

Immunblots and SDS-PAGE
Protein extracts were prepared from 10 (precursors analysis) or 15 (degradation experiment) dry seeds per each line in SDS-PAGE sample buffer and subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by either Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining or blotting to ECL membranes (GE Healthcare) as described before (Shimada et al., 2006). The membranes were treated with antibodies against 2S albumin (rabbit: 1:5000) and ECL-Anti-Rabbit IgG, horseradish peroxidase (GE Healthcare; 1:5000). The immunoreactive signals were detected using the ECL detection system (GE Healthcare).

Accession Numbers
Sequence data from this article can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative or GenBank/EMBL data bases under the following accession numbers: AP-3 β (At3g55480), barley aleurain (X05167), RABF1 (At3g54840), RABF2b (AT4g19640), STIP (U39485), N-ST (AJ243198), PNP1 (At1g73590), PIN2 (At5g57090), PIN7 (At1g23080), PIP2a (X75883), SYP22 (U88045), VHAa1 (At2g8520), VPS29 (At3g47810), WAVE13Y/VTI12 (At1g26670), and yeast APL6/VTI12 (At1g55480).
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